
	 Speaking About Your Unique Practice

	 with Carrie Lafferty, GCFP, PT and Annie Thoe, GCFP, LMP

I. Intro and Brief Review of Previous Talks


II. What Do you Need to Build Your Practice? 
    
 A. Branding self - Who are you and what you want: strengths, desires, interests, 
dreams 

 B. Cultivate self practices/relationships - observing self- what you know & don’t know, 
don’t like and need to learn, mindful interactions with self/other/environment

Getting comfortable/aware of your shadow. 

 C. Networking - People in Your Life for growth (make a list of circles), all the spheres 
are related— if your practice isn’t going well, other aspects of one’s life may be affect-
ing/related to that.  


 D. Support and courage to work through obstacles, insecurities


III.   ATM Short - example of application of our work 
   

Embodiment for speaking— connecting to bones, heart and passion for your work— 
where does that reside in the body


Breath ATM—  see-saw,  holding of breath— shifting anxiety, inspiration, look from a 
different perspective…  some connection to ground and bones.—- embodiment!  Take 
into the future. Connect to self-image with breathing while speaking, writing, imagining 
introduce self to another from the heart….


IV.  Five minute timed writing 
     
  A.  Personal story:  5-minute timed write


How did you get into Feldenkrais and what inspires and sustains your interest (if you’ve 
practiced a while). 

-   Break 
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V.  More concise personal story writing 
      
 A. Underline key phrases and juicy words afterward. How to make this more concise. 
Can apply this to your website, brochures, referral sources, class advertisements, peo-
ple at parties, etc.  Can re-write personal story to revise as well.


VI.  Challenges  - Roadblocks to giving talks - where are you insecure? weakness, 
fears?  Take an inventory— 

-  Weaknesses/insecurities about giving public/talking in front of people 
- Knowledge in general— about FM, about the audience  
- Belief in this work, your confidence in choosing this profession 
- Belief in yourself 
- Unsure what/who you want to attract in your work 
- Unsure what your vision of your practice may look like 

Strengths? know yours— you’ll need them.  Shortcomings of character can disable 
without a balance of your strengths. Write an inventory of your strengths 

Examples:  Sensitivity, Courage, Willing to take a risk, Curiosity, Compassion, Good lis-
tener, Open to other perspectives, Stay present, Sensing and noticing details, Embodi-
ment, Passions, Intuition, Trust with discernment, Willing to learn, Desire to help…. 

VII. FI Shorts 

Opportunities for FI shorts — in public, dinner parties, air plane, soccer games, medita-
tion retreat, post yoga or dance class, hiking club, garden group, meetings, family or 
neighborhood gathering


Ski story - thumb injury, hand on a counter/table  and other stories


VIII. Taking to the Larger Community 

IX.  Q & A
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